
 

 

Erste Liga Disciplinary Committee 
no.2022-23/010 decree 

 
The Disciplinary Committee for the request of the Chief of Referee, according the Section 4 of the 
Erste League Disciplinary Rules investigated the Erste Liga EL 48 (Sport Club Csíkszereda - Corona 
Brasov) case where in the 29th minute Clarke Garrett (Sport Club Csíkszereda) collided with his 
opponent. The referees did not impose a penalty. 
 
The Committee made the following conclusions: 
 
At the 29th minute of the game Clarke Garrett collided with his opponent, who not in possessed a 
puck. The referees should have penalized the Sport Club Csíkszereda player based on IIHF rules 42. 
or 56. Due to the low quality of the recording, only the fact of the collision can be established. The 
contact points of the collision are not visible, the force and manner of the impact are not visible. 
 
RULE 42 CHARGING 
A penalty shall be imposed on a Player who skates, jumps into an opponent, or charges an opponent 
in any manner. Charging shall mean the actions of a Player who either jumps to check an opponent, 
builds up speed by taking multiple strides imme diately prior to making contact and / or travels an 
excessive distance with the sole purpose of delivering such a hit and / or violently  
checks an opponent in any manner. 
 
IIHF RULE 56 INTERFERENCE 
A Player who obstructs or prevents an opponent “without possession of the puck” from skating, 
receiving a pass, or moving about the ice freely is considered as “interference”. A “late-hit” 
constitutes reckless endangerment of a Player who “no longer has control or possession of the 
puck”. 

 
Due to the low quality of the recording, the Disciplinary Committee was unable to 
investigate the case on its merits, the details of the case are not visible on it, therefore 
does not impose any sanction on the player. 
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